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A WORLD OF INTRIGUE IS

waiting for you.

There are certain parts of the world that have an air of mystery to them. And on your Azamara voyage, we think a little
mystery is important to get you outside your comfort zone and experiencing new sights, sounds, and cultures. So become a
local in a strange land and sail to where you may have never thought you would. Your next travel mystery could be on page 10.
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GREETINGS FROM YOUR
LCV AMBASSADOR.
Dear LCV Members,
We’ve done it. The Azamara Quest® left dry
dock last month and both of our ships are now
fully reimagined. In the end, I think everything
turned out beautifully. Better yet, it seems like
all of you are appreciating the improvements
we’ve made, which makes everything worth it.
It has been a busy year for me so far. When I
haven’t been traveling, my focus has primarily
been on the 2016 Le Club Voyage member
voyage. I am in the process of planning the
onboard events, and think you all will have a
really good time.
This issue of the LCV Newsletter has more
information on the upcoming 2016 LCV member
voyage including Land Discoveries® specially
curated for LCV members that are only available
on this voyage. And of course there are a few
fun things thrown in to entertain you. Read on
to learn more, and if you’ll be onboard soon, be
sure to enjoy all of the reimagined updates.
Warm regards,
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These quarterly savings are only good until 30-June 2016. Book your next voyage soon
to receive up to 10% savings on select voyages.* Combine this offer with our other
current promotions and discover the incredible value of an Azamara voyage.* For details, visit
AzamaraClubCruises.com/MemberSavings

2016 AZAMARA JOURNEY® VOYAGES
date

voyage

7
11
12
7
10
11
7

PEARL OF THE ADRIATIC
CLASSIC MEDITERRANEAN
MEDITERRANEAN JEWELS
DALMATIAN COAST, SICILY & AMALFI
TUSCANY, FRENCH RIVIERA & BARCELONA
GREEK ISLES & ADRIATIC
PEARL OF THE ADRIATIC

23-Sep
30-Sep
7-Oct
3-Nov
10-Dec
23-Dec

7
7
17
14
13
14

TUSCANY & ITALIAN RIVIERA
SICILY & MALTA
ROME TO THE EMIRATES
THE SPICE ROUTE I
VIETNAM & THAILAND
TEMPLES & DRAGONS

2016 AZAMARA QUEST® VOYAGES
22-Jul
26-Aug
26-Oct
11-Nov
1-Dec
19-Dec
27-Dec

@leclubvoyage

nights

3-Jul
10-Jul
21-Jul
2-Aug
9-Aug
29-Aug
9-Sep

date

Nicole Lukacs
Le Club Voyage Ambassador
LCVAmbassador@LeClubVoyage.com
@LeClubVoyage

LE CLUB VOYAGE BRINGS MORE VALUE
TO YOUR VOYAGE.

nights

11
14
16
10
18
8
8

Rome, Italy

CONNECT WITH AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES® AT:

voyage

LONDON TO THE BALTIC
EUROPEAN CAPITALS
NEW ORLEANS & WEST INDIES
WEST INDIES HIDEAWAY
COSTA RICA, CANAL & ABCs
CHRISTMAS VOYAGE
NEW YEAR'S VOYAGE
*Visit AzamaraClubCruises.com/Terms for more details.
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2016
VOYAGE

Dubai, United Arab Emirates
You know the saying “there’s always room for one more?” Sadly, it isn’t always true and it definitely
isn’t true for the 2016 Le Club Voyage member voyage. We currently have fewer than 40 staterooms
available. If you've been waiting to book, you may soon miss the boat (pun very much intended). Book
now and reserve your place on the first-ever LCV member voyage.

10 NIGHT ARABIAN GULF AND EMIRATES VOYAGE
24-October 2016 | Azamara Journey®
AL-MANAMA
Bahrain
DOHA
Qatar

DUBAI United Arab Emirates
ABU
DHABI

KHASAB
MUSCAT
Oman

Dubai, United Arab Emirates
| Khasab, Oman | Muscat, Oman |
At Sea/Spa Day | Al Manama, Bahrain | Doha, Qatar | Abu Dhabi, United
Arab Emirates ✪ | Dubai, United Arab Emirates
✪ 1001 Arabian Nights Music and Dance*
LATE NIGHT STAY (8:00 PM OR LATER)
OVERNIGHT STAY
✪ AZAMAZING EVENINGSSM EVENT

Learn more and book at AzamaraClubCruises.com/2016LCVVoyage
*Voyage itinerary and AzAmazing EveningsSM event subject to change.

CONNECT WITH AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES® AT:
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THE REIMAGIN
Pool Deck

Sanctum Spa

Spa Suite

The Living Room

Discoveries

Pool Bar

Your imagination is no longer required to get a look at our reimagined ships.
The Azamara Journey® and Azamara Quest® have been reinvigorated from bow to stern,
and we have the pictures to prove it.
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NED RESULTS
Club Continent Suite

Grand Staircase

The Drawing Room

The Patio

Club Ocean Suite

Club Continent Suite

The results are best experienced up close on a voyage, but in the meantime, satisfy
your curiosity with these photos, and visit AzamaraClubCruises.com/ReimagineAzamara
to learn even more about these enhancements.

CONNECT WITH AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES® AT:
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FROM THE DESK OF
THE PRESIDENT.
A WORD FROM AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES
PRESIDENT & CEO, LARRY PIMENTEL.

One of my favorite people I have ever had the
privilege of knowing was my grandmother. She
taught me more about living than anyone else.
She possessed a remarkable grasp on life that
allowed her to recognize that the simple things
are anything but. If you follow me on Twitter,
then you may have read some of the wisdom
she imparted to me. I share quotes from her
because they hold tremendous value to me, not
only for their meaning, but also for who they
came from. Her wisdom has guided me through
my endeavors and I hope they may be a source
of significance for you. Please enjoy some of my
favorite pearls my grandmother shared with me.
“We all need time to ourselves.”
“Failure and success are rarely final, unless
you let them be.”
“People who are always looking for life
elsewhere miss the very life they were given.”
“Don’t wait until things are perfect or we
shall never begin.”
“Take joy in the small things that count
and ignore the small things that irritate, as
they are meaningless.”
“God gave us two ears and one mouth—
he wanted us to listen.”
Sincerely,

Larry Pimentel
Azamara Club Cruises President & CEO
@LarryPimentel
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HOW DO YOU SAY?
ENGLISH

ITALIAN

HELLO

CIAO

HOW ARE YOU?

COME VA?

MY NAME IS …

MI CHIAMO …

I’M FROM …

VENGO DA …

CHEERS!

SALUTE!

YES/NO

SI/NO

DO YOU SPEAK ENGLISH?

PARLI INGLESE?

HOW DO YOU SAY…IN ENGLISH?

COME SI DICE...IN ITALIANO?

HOW MUCH IS THIS?

QUANTO COSTA?

SORRY

SCUSA

THANK YOU

GRAZIE

YOU’RE WELCOME

PREGO

WHERE’S THE TOILET?

DOV’E LA TOILETTE?

I LOVE YOU

TI AMO

MY HOVERCRAFT IS FULL
OF EELS.

IL MIO HOVERCRAFT E PIENO
DI ANGUILLE.

@larrypimentel
CONNECT WITH AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES® AT:

St. Tropez, France

A list of helpful phrases you may like to know
for your next voyage.

'YES!'—ENGAGEMENT
ONBOARD FOR
AZAMARA UK!

SPANISH

FRENCH

HOLA

BONJOUR

COMO ESTA USTED?

CA VA?

ME LLAMO …

JE M’APPELLE …

and a voyage Natasha was looking forward

SOY DE …

JE SUIS DE …

islands she had always dreamed about.

SALUD!

SANTÉ!

store for Natasha.

SI/NO

OUI/NON

On their first day at sea having left Miami,

HABLA INGLÉS?

PARLEZ VOUS ANGLAIS?

CÓMO SE DICE…EN ESPANOL?

COMMENT DIT-ON…EN FRANÇAIS?

It was Greg's first trip outside of Europe
to, as she'd have the opportunity to visit
However, this wasn't the only excitement in

they were invited on a Private Bridge tour,
where Greg popped the question in front
of an intimate gathering, including Captain
Magnus and the ship's staff—an Azamara
moment both Natasha and Greg will

CUÁNTO CUESTA?

C’EST COMBINE?

treasure forever.

PERDÓN

DÉSOLÉ

Upon their return to Miami, they were

GRACIAS

MERCI

chart pin-pointing (with a love heart

DE NADA

DE RIEN

DÓNDE ESTÁ EL BAÑO?

OU SONT LES TOILETTES?

presented with a copy of the navigational
symbol) the very moment she said “yes”
with a record of the coordinates and time.
"It was the most wonderful gift, that we will
treasure forever and I can't thank them
enough for their kindness in helping create

TE AMO

JE T’AIME

a once-in-a-lifetime moment for Greg and
I. I also have to thank my manager, David

MI AERODESLIZADOR ESTÁ
LLENO DE ANGUILAS.

MON AÉROGLISSEUR EST PLEIN
D’ANGUILLES.

Duff, and colleague, Lori Scannella (who is
now my Bridesmaid!), for helping make all
this possible," Natasha said afterward.

CONNECT WITH AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES® AT:
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WHEREVER YOU LIVE,

Singapore

we have an offer for you.

Azamara Club Cruises guests live all over the world, so we create offers designed to accommodate the region
you call home. Look for your current offer below.

NORTH AMERICA:

SPRING 2016 OFFER

Forget the east side; we’re moving you on up to an Oceanview stateroom or a Veranda.
But hurry, because this offer ends 31-May, 2016. Book one of 21 select voyages and we’ll
upgrade you, just because we like you that much. Get an Oceanview stateroom at an
Interior price or a Veranda at the Oceanview rate. You could experience Destination
Immersion® by spending Christmas at Krakatoa, shopping at a floating market, or using
a sea day to prepare for the pull of Magnetic Island by reading “A Tango with the Dragon”.
And if you book your air travel through ChoiceAir®, we’re going to throw in $1,000 USD in
ChoiceAir® cruise credit per couple with any stateroom booking. Our Spring 2016 offer is
the only one that keeps getting better, the higher you go.
Learn more at AzamaraClubCruises.com/Spring2016

UNITED KINGDOM:

AMAZING SPRING SAVINGS

Two newly reimagined ships, two great offers. Nothing beats sailing to the world’s finest
destinations aboard Azamara’s newly reimagined ships. Well, maybe one thing…receiving
even more of our already incredibly inclusive value! These two amazing Spring Savings
offers make this the perfect time to book your voyage with Azamara Club Cruises®. Book
your voyage by 31-May 2016 and choose between a double stateroom upgrade or reduced
long-haul fares.

Learn more at bit.ly/AmazingSpringSavings

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND:

ASIA AND AUSTRALIA FLASH SALE

If you want to discover Asia and Australia in luxury, an Azamara voyage is for you.
The recently revitalised Azamara Journey will be cruising Asia in late 2016, and then
journeying to Australia for the very first time in early 2017. No rushing required. Your
cruise fare includes Azamara's signature inclusions: house beers, wines & spirits, luxury
accommodations, onboard meals, an AzAmazing EveningsSM event, port shuttles, and
more. Book a cruise on Azamara Journey®, departing between 10-December 2016 and
12-May 2017 (blackout dates apply), to receive up to 25% off your cruise fare PLUS
US$500 onboard spending money per stateroom. Simply book before 31-May to take
advantage of this offer.
Learn more at bit.ly/AsiaAustraliaFlashSale
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2016
VOYAGE
Arabian Gulf experiences, LCV STYLE.
The 2016 Le Club Voyage member voyage is a short 5 months away, which
means space on the Exclusive LCV Voyage Tours is running out. Reserve your
place now and have 150 days to prepare for the time of your life.

DOLPHIN WATCHING TRIP BY LUXURY CATAMARAN, MUSCAT, OMAN
Watch dolphins and other marine life on a 75-foot catamaran.
COST: $199 USD/person DURATION: 4 Hours CAPACITY: Up to 45 Guests

4X4 EXTREME TOUR, AL MANAMAH, BAHRAIN
4x4 thrills in the desert.
COST: $159 USD/person DURATION: 4 Hours CAPACITY: Up to 16 Guests

ABU DHABI DESERT EXPERIENCE, ABU DHABI, UAE
There will be camels.
COST: $119 USD/person DURATION: 3.5 Hours CAPACITY: Up to 40 Guests

ABU DHABI BY SEAPLANE, ABU DHABI, UAE
Take to the skies for a top-down view of Abu Dhabi.
COST: $689 USD/person DURATION: 1.5 Hours CAPACITY: Up to 9 Guests

THESE TOURS CANNOT BE BOOKED ONLINE, SO CLICK HERE TO CALL
US OR CONTACT YOUR PREFERRED TRAVEL PROFESSIONAL.

CONNECT WITH AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES® AT:
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2016
VOYAGE

Muscat, Oman
10
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If you've never been "glamping", your LCV Voyage may be the perfect
opportunity. "Glamping" is short for “glamorous camping”, with extra emphasis
on the "glamorous". And there will be no shortage of glamour on this luxurious
two-day Overland Bedouin event. Your journey begins with a 4WD ride to
Wadi Arbayeen, a valley of deep blue water amid date palms, and the Bimmah
Sinkhole, a limestone crater of teal water. Enjoy a photo stop at Wadi Shab,
full of breathtaking lagoons, waterfalls, and natural plant terraces, before
replenishing for the afternoon with lunch at the Sur Plaza Hotel.
The town of Sur is known for its dhow craftsmanship. See these graceful wooden
ships at a traditional workshop and continue on to Wahiba Sands, named after the
Bani Wahiba tribe, along the eastern coast of Oman.
After checking into Desert Nights Camp, a luxury camp of silken sands and
sumptuous accommodations, let loose with a little dune bashing. An authentic Arab
barbecue dinner sizzles in the night as locals play the oud, an Omani lute, and artists
offer henna tattoos. At night’s end, bed down in a marvelously well-appointed tent,
designed for extreme comfort and a sense of oneness with the desert.
The next day, awake to breakfast and hop on a camel for a spin around the camp
before saying goodbye to Wahiba Sands. Journey on to meet a Bedouin family in
their home in a community of approximately 3,000 people of various tribal origins.
Pass panoramas in the Eastern Hajar Mountains and prepare for a swim in Wadi
Bani Khalid. This clear desert pool is a lovely place to float while staring at the
pure desert sky or surrounding dunes. Fuel up with lunch at Al Sharqiya Sands
Hotel in Ibra, one of Oman’s oldest cities, before returning to Muscat.
There is still room to go on this desert discovering tour, but not much. Reserve
your place now, before these visions become mirages.

Visit AzamaraClubCruises.com/2016LCVVoyage
for more information.
Space is limited and booking cannot be done online, so CLICK HERE
to call us or contact your travel professional.

CONNECT WITH AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES® AT:
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Natural beauty of hidden waterfalls and local wildlife? Check. Historic ancient temples? Yes, please. Delicious
meats and seafoods, steamed over a variety of woods, presenting new and exotic flavors? We're listening.
You'll discover these and more on one of the following voyages, taking you to some of the most mysterious yet
inviting destinations in Asia, Australia, and New Zealand. Because a little mystery makes the world go round.
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14 NIGHT THE SPICE ROUTE I VOYAGE
AZAMARA JOURNEY® | 3-NOVEMBER 2016
From bustling cities to cave temples, taste life on the Spice Route. See Mumbai’s grand
colonial architecture, colorful bazaars, and temples. Discover Goa’s beaches and colonial
Portuguese churches, and Kochi’s peaceful backwaters and fishing villages. Relax on tiny
Kuda Bandos, a coral isle of palm trees, exotic birds, and white beaches. Immerse yourself
in Sri Lanka’s Buddhist culture and visit its famous Pinnawala Elephant Orphanage. In
Chennai, don’t miss Mahabalipuram, a stunning site of temples and monoliths.

14 NIGHT TEMPLES & DRAGONS VOYAGE
AZAMARA JOURNEY® | 23-DECEMBER 2016
Escape to a tropical paradise for a perfect Christmas and New Year’s. On Christmas Day,
you’ll be sailing around Krakatoa, followed by an overnight on Semarang. Don’t miss
awe-inspiring Borobudur Temple Compounds, Prambanan (considered the world’s most
beautiful Hindu temple), and Sangiran Early Man Site. Explore lovely Nara Bay’s tiny
islands. Scout for famous monitor lizards on Komodo, and ring in the New Year at Bali’s
capital of Benoa. You’ll also enjoy a day on Bali’s quieter north shore, with options to visit
ancient Singaraja.

15 NIGHT AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND VOYAGE
AZAMARA JOURNEY® | 19-FEBRUARY 2017
Eat and drink your way through friendly Hobart, explore Tasmania’s unspoiled parks, and
sip wines at famous Hawke’s Bay. Dive into the culture with many touring choices from
coastal hiking and marine excursions to art deco towns, kiwi farms, Port Arthur’s infamous
penal colony, and the Maori community of Rotorua.

16 NIGHT NEW ZEALAND EXPLORER VOYAGE
AZAMARA JOURNEY® | 6-MARCH 2017
See the magical islands where “Lord of the Rings” was filmed. We sail close to New
Zealand’s majestic scenery, from the Bay of Islands to Milford Sound, a fjord Rudyard
Kipling called “the eighth wonder of the world.” Meet the people and explore the culture
with visits to Kidnappers Bay, colonial Russell, Napier’s art deco neighborhoods, and
Wellington’s excellent Te Papa Tongarewa Museum. Sip wines at famous Marlborough
vineyards, swim with tiny dolphins in Akaroa, and go whale watching in Kaikoura.

Sydney, Australia
CONNECT WITH AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES® AT:
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AZAMARA OVERNIGHT ADVENTURES
GO

further. STAY longer. DISCOVER more.

Azamara is proud to expand the horizons of cruising with
Overnight Adventures. These one- and two-night experiences
allow you to explore bucket-list cities and exotic locales that
lie beyond our ports of call. The extra days mean added time
to delve deeper and truly connect with the people and places
found far from the harbors and bays.
You’ll depart the ship mid-voyage; spend days and nights
enveloped in the cultures and landmarks of remarkable
destinations; then rejoin the ship and continue your journey.
Transportation, hotels, and meals are meticulously planned,
and an expert guide leads your adventure to ensure not a
moment is missed.

For more information on Overnight
Adventures, visit AzamaraClubCruises.com/
OvernightAdventures
Items included in Overnight Adventures vary. Contact us at 1-877-999-9553 for details
on each Overnight Adventure. Overnight Adventures must be cancelled 30 days prior
to sailing to avoid cancellation penalties. Program requires a minimum number of
participants to operate at the advertised price. If the minimum is not met, Azamara
reserves the right to offer the tour package to those already booked, but as a Private
Journey and at an adjusted price, or cancel the tour package completely.
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Yangon, Myanmar
YANGON, MYANMAR
Set off on a two-day quest to visit the bustling markets of Yangon
and discover the ancient temples of Bagan, the richest archaeological site
in Asia.

CONNECT WITH AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES® AT:

Bagan, Myanmar

SM

Desert Nights Camp
Muscat, Oman

Venice, Italy
VENICE, ITALY

MUSCAT, OMAN

Explore the Doge’s Palace of Venice one afternoon, only to find yourself
standing before Michelangelo’s David in Florence on the next.

Rumble across the rolling desert of Oman for a barbecue feast
and a night spent in the luxurious confines of a remarkably appointed
Bedouin tent.

CONNECT WITH AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES® AT:
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Land may be the reason we cruise, but the ocean
is how we arrive. It’s our favorite way to travel;
therefore we are a responsible party in the
effort to preserve and protect the waters we
call our home away from home. This is why
our parent company, Royal Caribbean Cruises
Ltd. (RCL), has entered into a 5-year global
partnership with WWF.
Together, we are setting measurable and achievable sustainability targets
to reduce RCL and Azamara Club Cruises’ environmental footprint.
Through this partnership, we are aiming to not only reduce our footprint,
but also raise awareness regarding ocean conservation among our
guests and support WWF’s global ocean conservation work.
The past 30 years have seen some ocean wildlife populations decline by
nearly 50 percent. If this trend continues, it will not only affect the cruise
industry, but will impact the lives of nearly everyone on the planet. In
addition to raising awareness about what our guests can do to help, we
have set a target date of 2020 to achieve our goals, which include:
• Reducing Greenhouse Gas emissions by 35 percent
• Sourcing 90 percent of our wild-caught seafood from fisheries that
are certified by the Marine Stewardship Council or on a credible
path to MSC certification.
• In North America and Europe, sourcing 75 percent of our farmed
seafood from farms that are certified by the Aquaculture
Stewardship Council or on a credible path to ASC certification.
RCL and WWF will also develop sustainability targets for food
commodities as well as destination stewardship, a process to
maintain the cultural, environmental, economic, and aesthetic
integrity of our destinations.
The oceans have given us so much. Now, it’s our turn to give something
back that will help ensure our ability to enjoy them for years to come.
Please join us in this conservation effort by taking an active role in
preserving the waters we love.
You can learn more by visiting bit.ly/RCLWWFPartnership

® ‘WWF’ and ‘World Wildlife Fund’ are WWF Registered Trademarks. © 1986 Panda Symbol WWF.
CONNECT WITH AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES® AT:
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@bphotos_aroundtheworld

@grandtourscrt

@matterelevence

@kerinamoore

As much as we’d like to always be onboard the
Azamara Quest® or the Azamara Journey®, it
just isn’t possible. But you don’t have to be at
sea to stay in touch with Azamara Club Cruises®.

@leclubvoyage

@azamaraclubcruises

Like our Facebook and Pinterest pages, or follow
us on Twitter and Instagram at @AzamaraVoyages
and @AzamaraClubCruises, respectively.

@larrypimentel

Follow our President and CEO, Larry Pimentel, on
Twitter at @LarryPimentel. He recently went to
Africa and chronicled his time there.

@larrypimentel

Le Club Voyage Ambassador Nicole Lukacs keeps
you informed of her travels and on the latest Le
Club Voyage news on Twitter, @LeClubVoyage,
and on Instagram, @leclubvoyage.
And of course, we always love seeing your view
of the world, so keep sharing with #Azamara
and #LoveTravel.

@leclubvoyage

@duchess_lane

@chaniacretebynikos

@ allroadsleadto_
CONNECT WITH AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES® AT:

@ ozanbaba07

@nabil_bagheri

